Atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) crystals offer attractive properties for making resonant nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) operating at high frequencies. While the fundamental limits of linear operation in such systems are important, currently there is very little quantitative knowledge of the linear dynamic range (DR) and onset of nonlinearity in these devices, which are different than in conventional 1D NEMS such as nanotubes and nanowires. Here, we present theoretical analysis and quantitative models that can be directly used to predict the DR of vibrating 2D circular drumhead NEMS resonators. We show that DR has a strong dependence / 10 logðE 3=2 Y q À1=2 3D rte 5=2 Þ on device parameters, in which strain e plays a particularly important role in these 2D systems, dominating over dimensions (radius r, thickness t). This study formulizes the effects from device physical parameters upon DR and sheds light on device design rules toward achieving high DR in 2D NEMS vibrating at radio and microwave frequencies. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) have enabled interesting fundamental studies and technological applications by coupling mechanical degrees of freedom with other physical properties in structures at scales approaching the fundamental limit.
1 Two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials [2] [3] [4] are attractive for making NEMS because they offer extremely light weight, ultrahigh mechanical flexibility, exceptionally high mechanical strength, and robust nanomechanical resonances, in addition to other interesting physical and chemical properties in atomically-thin membranes. This combination of unique device geometry (miniature size and very high aspect ratio, size/thickness) and compelling material properties makes 2D NEMS interesting for both fundamental device studies and potential applications, such as charge density wave detection, 5 surface adsorption sensing, 6 and signal processing. 7 For all these applications, one important aspect in device performance is the dynamic range (DR), the ratio between the highest signal level prior to any nonlinear bifurcation ("signal ceiling") and the lowest detectable level ("noise floor"). This allowable range of signalto-noise ratio (often in decibels, dB) sets the linear operating range of the device as a transducer. The signal ceiling is determined by the onset of nonlinearity, 8, 9 and the noise floor is set by all noise processes in measuring device motion. 10, 11 As continued miniaturization of resonant NEMS advances from conventional thin film structures into atomically thin 2D NEMS, devices become increasingly susceptible to external stimuli (thus increasing responsivity), while noise may also increase due to thermal fluctuations (inversely proportional to device mass) and thus could limit the linear operation. To date, in very few experimental studies DR values (in dB) have been estimated for 2D NEMS, 6, 12, 13 but neither direct measurement of DR nor its analytical model has been reported, lacking a systematic investigation. Although analysis of beam-structured 1D NEMS resonators suggests that devices with smaller cross-sectional areas have lower DR (e.g., few-micron long single-walled carbon nanotube's DR is expected to fall below 0 dB, thus completely incompetent as a linear transducer), 11 how to quantitatively estimate DR of 2D NEMS is unknown, and the scaling laws and conclusions in previous 1D devices are not simply applicable to 2D NEMS.
In this Letter, we present a detailed theoretical analysis of how the intrinsic DR of these 2D NEMS resonators depends on various devices parameters-including size, number of layers (i.e., discrete thickness), and initial built-in tension. In addition, because these ultimately thin 2D NEMS devices also make an attractive platform for "putting mechanics into quantum mechanics," [14] [15] [16] [17] we investigate the device motions near their quantum limit at low temperatures and show how quantum phenomena affect the device linear dynamic range.
While 1D NEMS resonators may be modeled as strings, beams, or hanging chains, 18 2D devices with thickness of only one to few atomic layers behave universally as membranes in the presence of nonzero tension 4 due to their much lower and even negligible bending rigidities in this regime. [19] [20] [21] While doubly-clamped structures with open sides and edges have been investigated, 6, 12, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] the coexistence of clamped and free boundaries, and defects along the edges, could cause stress localization and excess dissipation processes. 28 Fully clamped structures such as square or circular membranes possess welldefined boundary conditions and exhibit predictable resonance behavior. 4, 13, 29, 30 As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , here we focus on modeling fully clamped circular membranes under tension to examine the DR of these 2D NEMS resonators.
We consider nanomechanical nonlinearity in the resonant motion of a circular membrane arising from the deflection-induced tension. 31, 32 The equation of motion is
with x 0 , Q, F ext , and M eff being the angular resonance frequency, quality factor, external drive force, and effective a)
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where is Poisson's ratio of the material, r is the membrane radius, and e is the initial strain. The critical amplitude a c , which determines the onset of bistability, is given by
for circular membranes. Illustration of driven responses of a Duffing resonator is shown in Fig. 1 (b), with the critical amplitude highlighted. A conventional measure for the upper limit of the linear operating range is 0.745a c , the 1 dB compression point below a c .
11
The lower limit, i.e., the noise floor, is intrinsically limited by the Brownian motion of the device, which has a displacement-domain spectral density
where k B is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The dynamic range for linear operation is then defined by the ratio (in dB) between the 1 dB compression point and the noise floor 11 DR 20 log 0:745a c ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
where Df is the measurement bandwidth (we follow the Df ¼ 1 Hz convention in all numerical calculations). Using
membranes (E Y : Young's modulus; t: thickness; q 3D : 3D mass density of the material), from Eqs. (2) to (5), we obtain
We note that the Qs of devices can be affected by many factors (e.g., temperature, pressure, and viscosity of surrounding medium, etc.)-for example, often Qs can increase by 
cooling the devices from room temperature 6, 12, 23, 25, 28 to cryogenic temperatures in ultrahigh vacuum. 6, 23, 25, 27 For simplicity of numerical computation employing our model, as a reasonable estimate for 2D resonators operating in vacuum, we use an intermediate value of Q ¼ 1000 throughout our numerical calculations. Figure 2 depicts the intrinsic dynamic ranges of monolayer graphene, molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ), and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) circular membrane resonators of various diameters and initial tension values (we use diameter d ¼ 2r in the plots) at room temperature (300 K). From the plots, we can see that the dynamic range for 2D NEMS resonators increases with device diameter, in contrast to the 1D case where DR decreases with device length. This difference exemplifies the effect of dimensionality on scaling laws. In the 1D case, frequency scales with device length L as x 0 $ L
À2
, while approximately a c $ L for large L values under nonzero tension, 11 and M ef f $ L. As a result,
Þ . Therefore, opposed to their 1D counterparts, 2D NEMS devices can benefit from larger aspect ratios (lateral dimension versus thickness, e.g., r/t or d/t), which lead to greater DR. Importantly, the effect from tension/strain is more pronounced than that from device dimensions. From Eqs. (2) and (3), one has a c $ e 1=2 , and with x $ e 1=2 , it yields DR $ 20log e 5=4 ð Þ , as clearly shown in Fig. 2(c) (note the polarity of the horizontal axis). This suggests that, together with the ultrahigh strain limit in these 2D membranes (often up to $10% to 20%, orders of magnitude higher than in conventional structures), device strain can be harnessed as a highly effective tuning mechanism for engineering the device dynamic range.
One feature inherent to NEMS resonators based on 2D layered materials is the discreteness in device thickness, which sets a fundamental distinction between these atomically-thin layers and macroscale membranes. From Eq. (6), we expect that for the same material (given E Y and q 3D ), devices with fewer layers (smaller t) exhibit smaller DR. Figure 3 plots the intrinsic DR for 1-, 2-, and 3-layer MoS 2 circular drumhead resonators. Thinner devices clearly show lower dynamic range (with other device parameters given), due to the higher thermal noise motion amplitude arising from their smaller motional masses. This discretization of DR with number of layers is an intriguing signature of layered 2D materials and should be exploited in future device applications. For example, linear resonators may be employed for radio frequency (RF) signal processing, 33 and nonlinear resonators can be harnessed to create logic and memory building blocks. 34 Under a given drive, using a universal tension tuning mechanism (e.g., a back gate), it may be possible to selectively set all the 1-layer (1L) devices into the nonlinear regime, while the 2L and 3L devices remain linear. This controlled selectivity can be used to build reconfigurable mechanical circuits from these 2D materials, where devices with different layer numbers can be selectively toggled between different functions in a programmable way.
We now examine the DR of 2D devices at cryogenic temperatures, where quantum effects become dominant. NEMS devices operating near or at the quantum limit are of considerable interest for both fundamental physics and quantum information processing applications. [14] [15] [16] [17] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] The dynamic range of their quantum mechanical motion determines the usefulness of these devices as linear sensors for quantum-limit (7)).
applications such as gravitational wave detection 42 and single molecule MRI. 43 As the device temperature continues to decrease, thermomechanical motions (spectral density given in Eq. (4)) gradually give way to quantum fluctuations as the ratio hx 0 =k B T continues to increase. By substituting the thermal energy k B T with the thermally averaged quantum energy (with zero-point energy taken into account), 44 the quantum mechanical motion spectral density is 
which, in the high temperature limit of k B T ) hx 0 , degenerates to Eq. (4). By substituting Eq. (4) with the expression given by the quantum fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Eq. (7)), we calculate the quantum-limited DR for 2D resonators using Eq. (5) and plot the results in Fig. 5 . Significant quantum effect is found at low temperatures, which reduces the DR for linear operation. In Fig. 5(b) , the right side of the curves (larger diameter) has the same slope as in Fig. 2(b) , as bigger devices have stronger tendency to remain classical. As device size decreases (left side of the plot), the resonance frequency increases and quantum effects become more pronounced. Once quantum fluctuations replace thermomechanical motions and become the noise floor (Fig. 4, left end) , the DR is further reduced from the classical case and the curves (in Fig. 5(b) ) assume a steeper slope. Note the sequence of different devices entering the quantum regime is similar to that in Fig. 4 . Similarly, in Fig. 5(c) , the right side represents the classical regime with slope of the curves identical to that in Fig. 2(c) , and the left side shows the quantum effect, as greater strain increases the resonance frequency which allows the quantum effect to be better observed.
To experimentally verify the predictions of DR with our theoretical model (Eq. (6)), one needs to precisely measure both the intrinsic thermomechanical noise and the onset of mechanical nonlinearity in the same 2D resonator. In recent experiments, either of these has been measured separately, 4, 6, 12, 13 but not yet both, due to practical limitations in the detection and actuation techniques employed. We anticipate that advances in experimental schemes can lead to accurate measurement of DR in devices with various dimensions and tension levels, to validate the DR prediction and its scaling law.
In summary, we have shown that 2D NEMS resonators are intrinsically different than their 1D counterparts in terms of scaling laws for dynamic range, with dependence /10 log[rte 5/2 ]. Larger 2D devices have greater DR due to reduced thermal fluctuations and deferred onset of bistability. Device initial strain (e) has stronger effects on the dynamic range than the dimensional parameters (r, t) do and should be exploited for its efficient DR tuning mechanism. These findings suggest that 2D NEMS devices (in contrast to 1D ones) are particularly suited for DR-sensitive applications, and can offer broader and highly tunable dynamic ranges. 
